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Highlights 
 A novel mechatronic design, based on complementary voice coil actuators (VCA’s) to improve force 
linearity, and co-use of an air bushing pair with a single flat air bearing, to achieve a simple, low-
cost, and self-aligning structure. 
 Experimental achievement of +/-5 nm positioning resolution over a stroke of 20 mm with a nominal 
positioning cross-over frequency of 450 Hz. 
 Topology based optimization of VCA pair magnetic properties to maximize acceleration and 
minimize thermal losses. 
 High-order modeling of VCA’s electrical dynamics, including effect of Eddy current losses. 
 Controller design via loop shaping and harmonic error correction in the encoder feedback. 




In this paper, mechatronic design, actuator optimization and controls of a long-stroke (20 mm) linear 
nano-positioner are presented. The mechatronic design is described in terms of the stage’s most 
prominent features regarding mechanical design, assembly, actuator configuration, and power supply. A 
novel air-bearing/bushing arrangement has been used in which the commonly employed double shaft 
arrangement is replaced with a single shaft supported by an air bearing from the bottom to constrain 
the roll motion. The assembly is greatly simplified by exploiting the self-aligning property of the air-
bushings which are held in the housings by O-rings. Also, the footprint of the stage is reduced. Voice coil 
actuators (VCA) in moving magnet mode have been used in complementary double configuration for 
uniformity of force response. The performance objectives of previously optimized VCA’s as standalone 
actuators are re-evaluated in this configuration. It is observed that while the performance objectives 
decrease a bit, the desirability of the design point is still retained. Controller design has been made for 
the current control and position control loops. Heydemann’s method for the compensation of encoder 
quadrature detection errors is implemented. The positioning resolution of the stage as measured from 
the sensor output is experimentally determined to be +/-5 nm. Dynamic Error Budgeting (DEB) method 
has been used to analyze the contributing factors to the positioning error, and sensor broadband noise 
is determined to be the major contributor. The actual positioning accuracy of the stage is estimated by 













15 nm. It is expected that trajectory following accuracy can substantially improve if more advanced 
compensation methods for encoder quadrature errors are implemented.  
 
Keywords: 
Voice coil actuator, topology optimization, Dynamic Error Budgeting, air bearing, nano-positioning, 
optical encoder, encoder quadrature detection errors, eddy currents 
 
1. Introduction 
Precision motion systems find a broad range of application in micro/nano machining tools, lithography 
scanners, testing and metrology machines, micro-assembly, biotechnology, optics manufacturing, 
magnetic data-storage, optical disk drives, and so on [1-3]. Various technologies for the actuation, 
bearing system, and position sensing of such systems have been employed depending on the desired 
number of motion axes, motion range, and positioning resolution.  
 
The number of motion axes among ultraprecision motion stages range from single - axis / linear to 6 
degrees of freedom (DOF). The number of motion axes has a profound effect on the choice of bearing 
technology. As expected, most 6 - DOF stages [4-7] employ magnetic levitation (maglev) to avoid bearing 
contact. One shortcoming of this method is the necessity to constantly power the coils which provide 
the levitation force. Alternatively, Shamoto et al. [8] have proposed a 6-DOF stage using a ‘walking 
drive’, in which nine pairs of piezoelectric actuators provide actuation in all 6 axes through a series of 
strokes. In the case of XY stages (i.e., planar stages with rotation capability), the stages can be 
supported from the bottom with air bearings [9-11] or flexures [12, 13]. Both air bearings and flexures 
are virtually free from friction and provide theoretically infinite motion resolution. Air bearings typically 
have lower bearing stiffness and require tight tolerances in the manufacturing of the mating 
components. On the other hand, flexures require actuators to be powered during position holding. Also, 
they need to be proportionally larger for higher stroke lengths to limit their stiffness.  
 
Among different actuator alternatives, voice coil actuators (VCA) based on Lorentz forces have been 
researched extensively [4, 5, 9, 10, 14-17], possibly due to their non-contact, continuous operation 
which is free from hysteresis, force/torque ripple, and backlash [18, 19]. In stages supported by 
magnetic levitation [4, 5], VCA’s are used for both bearing forces and maneuvering. In some other cases, 
linear motors employing Halbach magnet arrays are used to generate actuation and levitation forces at 
the same time [6, 7, 20].  In [6], stator windings with different orientations are overlaid on top of each 
other in a compact printed circuit board (PCB) structure, making the design more feasible for large 
motion ranges. The PCB stator was also employed in [7] for a 6 DOF rotary table. In [21] a rotary VCA is 
combined with a translational tubular VCA in a single shaft design supported by air bushings, to achieve 
rotary-linear motion. A close alternative to VCA is the usage of reluctance actuators [12] which provide 
higher force density, maximum forces, and power efficiency. The inherent nonlinearity in such systems 
can sometimes be remedied using a special design to linearize the response, as [22] proposed for a fast 














Numerous single axis ultraprecision stages have also been proposed [14, 15, 17, 23-29]. Using VCA’s 
with optical encoders [14, 15, 17], several millimeters of motion range with nanometer level resolution 
could be achieved. For smaller motion ranges less than 0.5 mm, capacitance sensors could be used [24, 
29]. Stacked designs combining multiple actuation and bearing technologies have also been proposed 
[25-27], where the fine positioning resolution is preserved over extended motion ranges (>50 mm).  
 
In this paper, mechatronic design, actuator optimization, and control of a long stroke (20 mm) linear 
nano-positioner is presented. The nano-positioner employs a novel air-bushing/bearing arrangement in 
which the moving body consists of plates attached to a single shaft engaging to air bushings. Instead of 
the commonly utilized double shaft arrangement, the roll resistance is provided by an air bearing placed 
underneath the moving body. This way, the self-aligning property of the air bushings which are held in 
the housings by O-rings is exploited to a high degree, the assembly is greatly simplified, and the 
footprint of the stage is reduced. The nano-positioner is actuated by voice coil actuators (VCA) in 
complementary double configuration for uniformity of force response along the stroke length. In our 
earlier research, performance of a single standalone VCA was optimized based on the acceleration per 
current density and the motor constant, which is a measure of force produced per power dissipated 
[30]. In this paper, performance optimality for the application of two VCA’s arranged in a 
complementary double configuration is verified. The nano-positioner can achieve +/- 5 nm positioning 
accuracy, and +/- 15 nm trajectory following accuracy. The positioning accuracy is analyzed using the 
Dynamic Error Budgeting (DEB) method, and the contributions of various disturbances to the positioning 
error are determined. 
 
This paper is organized as follows: The mechatronic design is detailed in Section 2 with emphasis on the 
most prominent design features. A brief summary of VCA design and the re-calculation of performance 
objectives for the complementary double configuration are presented in Section 3. System identification 
and controller design for the current and position control loops, including the analysis of eddy current 
effects, experimental verification of the positioning and trajectory following accuracies, as well as DEB 
analysis of the positioning resolution are presented in Section 4. The concluding remarks are provided in 
Section 5. 
 
2. Mechatronic design 
In this section, first a conceptual design of a low-cost desktop micro-milling machine is presented, which 
places the nano-positioner in context in terms of design goals. Following that, a list and explanations of 
the most prominent design features of the nano-positioner are presented.  
 
2.1. Conceptual design for a low-cost desktop micro-milling machine 
Front and back views for the conceptual design of a low-cost desktop micro-milling machine are 
presented in Fig. 1. The proposed design utilizes air bushings/bearings for high positioning resolution. 
Voice coil actuators working in moving magnet mode are preferred for non-contact and continuous 
actuation. With the design, workpiece dimensions of 20 mm x 20 mm x 20 mm are targeted. Servo 
accuracy is intended to be in the order of nanometers, and part accuracy to be a few microns. A 













current on the vertically oriented actuator is avoided. This way, excessive heating of actuator coils is 
prevented. The linear nano-positioner described in this paper corresponds to a prototype version of the 
X positioning axis of the micro-milling machine. Its design is further detailed in the following. 
 
2.2. Mechatronic design of the nano-positioner 
The exploded view and photograph of the long-stroke linear nano-positioner is presented in Fig. 2. The 
most prominent design features of the stage can be outlined as follows: 
 
i. An air-bearing/bushing arrangement has been used in which the commonly employed double 
shaft arrangement (like the ones used in the Y and Z motion axes of the micro-milling machine in 
Fig. 1) is replaced by a single shaft supported by an air bearing from the bottom to constrain the 
roll motion. This way, manufacturing and assembly are greatly simplified by exploiting the self-
aligning property of the air-bushings, which are held in the housings by O-rings. The necessity of 
complex fabrication procedures and specialized fixtures is eliminated. Also, the footprint of the 
stage is roughly reduced by half, which is important for suitability in desktop applications and in 
multiple arrangements in a work center. After the guideways are self-aligned, under pneumatic 
pressure, an epoxy material can be injected into the cavity between the air bushings and the 
housings to achieve further stiffness in the radial direction [31, 32].  
ii. VCA’s are used in moving magnet (MM) mode. Although this increases the overall moving mass, 
it is considered a good trade-off from the moving coil configuration, by eliminating possible 
parasitic forces due to lead cables. Such forces degrade both the positioning accuracy under no-
load conditions and the repeatability, by acting as an uncertain disturbance force. VCA’s have 
been preferred over linear motors due to the small motion range required in this application, as 
well as their ripple-free, continuous force output. Also, in contrast to the linear motors which 
require a three-phase power source and a more complicated current controller design, VCA’s 
have been powered using single-phase, linear amplifiers.  
iii. The complementary double VCA configuration has been used to provide near uniform force 
response per supply current over the whole stroke. Actuator force factor ( fK ) is simulated 
using COMSOL® finite element analysis (FEA) as shown in Fig. 3. It is observed that the combined 
force response is mostly uniform, allowing better linearization of the overall positioning system, 
and higher bandwidth control to be achieved without compromising stability margins or 
requiring explicit gain scheduling. 
iv. The shaft, top and bottom plates are made of Aluminum 6061 for reduced mass, corrosion 
resistance, and the prevention of electromagnetic attraction. Support structures are also made 
of the same material. The shaft is precision ground to achieve the tight tolerances (g6) and the 
surface quality (Rq16) required by the air bushings [31,33]. 
v. To minimize unwanted moment generation during actuation, the top and bottom plates are 
sized to align the axis of actuation with the center of mass, using CAD program calculations. 
vi. The discharge of compressed air from the air bushings and bearings helps to remove heat which 
is mainly produced by the actuator coils, by acting like a heat sink. Although the convective 













limited mass flow rate, the heat removal is only partially effective in isolating the payload from 
thermal disturbances. 
vii. VCA cores are mounted at the two ends of the shaft using the method detailed in Fig. 4 to 
prevent variations due to screw thread. The mating extension of the shaft and the hole on the 
VCA core are prescribed tolerances such that their centers are aligned within 17.5 m. The 
mating extension and hole can be applied a taper to further improve the alignment.  
viii. Linear current amplifiers are preferred over PWM amplifiers to power the VCA coils due to 
better noise characteristics [34]. Due to the relatively low power requirements of the stage, 
lower efficiency and heating problems of linear amplifiers are considered manageable in the 
case of miniature-range actuators. Linear Current Amplifier Module (LCAM) from Quanser [35] 
has been used. The current controller is implemented by tuning the op-amp circuit with passive 
electronic components derived from the required controller parameters. 
 
The specifications of the computer control system and the position sensor are detailed in Section 4.2.  
 
3. Actuators 
Schematic drawing of the VCA’s is presented in Fig. 5.  Values of the design variables are presented in 
Table 1. The VCA design was previously optimized in [30] considering the response of a single VCA when 
the coil is fully engaged to the magnetic core. Performance topologies of the optimization objectives 
were plotted with respect to  p,r1 . The rest of the variables were set according to the scale of the 
required forces, stroke length, manufacturing/assembly tolerances, etc. In this section, the optimization 
objectives are modified according to the complementary double configuration, and the performance 
topologies are re-calculated and verified. 
 
When the VCA core and the coil are fully engaged, the force response can be approximated as, 
 JBVSF gapc , (1) 
where, 10  S  is the coil packing efficiency of winding, cV  is the coil volume, gapB  is the magnetic flux 
density at the middle of the gap, and J  is the current density. The optimization objectives, acceleration 





















where eqm  is the equivalent mass per VCA, Q is the heat dissipation per VCA, and   is the resistivity of 















n/mm toteq  , 
corestage mn/m  . 
(3) 
 
Above, totm  is the total mass, n  is the number of VCA’s, stagem  is the mass of the motion stage without 
the VCA cores attached, and corem  is the mass of each VCA steel core. In this formulation, as carried out 
in the earlier analysis [30], multiple VCA’s are assumed to operate in parallel, i.e. at the same fully 
engaged condition. Maximizing acceleration per current density ( acc ) and the motor constant ( MK ) 
maximizes the stage acceleration capacity and the force produced per heat generation, respectively. 
 
In the complementary double VCA case, due to the special arrangement of the actuators, while the core 
of one VCA is engaging into the coil, the other is disengaging. Referring to Fig. 3, at the x = 0 mm 
position, while the left VCA is responding with the force 100F  (100% engaged), the right VCA is 
responding with 0F , producing a total of 0100 FFF  . Even at the fully disengaged case, the VCA can 
still produce forces due to the interaction of the coil current with the flux leaking outward the core. The 
same interaction is observed for the disengaged portion of the coil at the partially engaged position. 
Hence, 0F > 0 and 100100 FFF ii   . In the proceeding analysis, the mean total force response ( mF ) has 
been calculated from the total responses at x = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 mm as, 
 
 




 . (4.1) 
 

















Performance topologies calculated for the modified optimization objectives are presented in Fig. 6. It is 
observed that the design point still constitutes an acceptable compromise between the maximum 
locations of the two optimization objectives. Performance objectives are evaluated at the design point 
{ 1r = 7.5 mm, p = 0.2 mm} as, 
'
acc = 1.48 (
112   AkgmmN ), and 'MK = 3.27 (N/ W ). The values 
are 35% and 8% lower than the former formulations with the fully engaged case [30], respectively. This 
is due to the fact that two VCA’s in the complementary double configuration perform less than two 













in Section 2.2. It is inevitable for the current design that the coil and the core disengage proportional to 
the motion stroke. The design point still constitutes a good compromise between maximum acceleration 
per current density ( 'acc ) and maximum force per heat dissipation (
'
MK ) through the choice of 1r = 7.5 
mm around the mid-point, while the choice of p = 0.2 mm enables better aligned flux lines.  
 
4. Control system 
The overview of the position control loop is presented in Fig. 7. It is composed of the position controller 
(  sC ) and the overall plant (  sGp ). The overall plant is made up of the current control system ( aK ), 
VCA force response ( fK ), stage free body dynamics, and possible additional dynamics due to vibration 
modes and parasitic forces (  sG* ).  
 
A more detailed version of the control system block diagram, showing particulars of the current control 
loop, VCA force response, and the encoder correction, is presented in Fig. 8. Two independent current 
control loops are implemented for VCA’s 1 and 2 (left and right). For actuator 2, the current command is 
multiplied by -1 to accommodate the reversal of the force direction with respect to the sign of the 
current. Individual force factors of the two VCA’s are expressed by 1fK  and 2fK , which are combined 
in the overall plant model ( 21 fff KKK  ) once the two current loops are designed to have nearly 
identical dynamics. An ‘encoder correction’ block in the feedback path is also shown, which represents 
the compensation of encoder measurement errors as detailed in Section 4.4.1.  
 
4.1. Current control loop 
In this section, VCA electrical dynamics is investigated and the current controller is designed. 
 
4.1.1. VCA electrical dynamics 







sG mm  (4) 
 
where R/Km 1  is the DC gain, and R/L  is the time constant. The resistance of the VCA coil is 
given as R 3.57  . Coil inductance at 100% and 0% engagement levels are computed by FEA as, 100L  
= 25.6 mH and 0L  = 5.2 mH, respectively. In order to verify this model, current frequency response to 
voltage excitation of the VCA’s were measured as shown in Fig. 9.  
 
The measurement was carried out for both VCA’s in both the fully-engaged (100%) and the fully-
disengaged (0%) positions. The frequency response function (FRF) is also simulated using COMSOL 
FEA. Experimentally measured and FEA simulated responses are observed to be close. The frequency 













deviate significantly from the measured and simulated responses. In order to clarify the nature of the 
deviation, FEA simulated FRF’s are fitted a transfer function (TF) using Matlab® function ‘lsqnonlin’ in 











 . (5) 
 
Above, 21,z  are zeros, 321 ,,p  are poles, and K is the gain, values of which are presented in Table 2, 
alongside the predicted pole from the LR model ( /1 ). The first pole of the fitted TF is observed to be 
close to the prediction by LR. At higher frequencies, the response deviates from the LR prediction due to 
the additional poles and zeros. The resulting mismatch in phase becoming most evident at around 1000 
Hz is especially critical for controller stability, as it corresponds to the desired current control 
bandwidth. The screenshot from the FEA software (Fig. 10) reveals that the additional dynamics is due 
to the eddy currents induced in the stator structure, mainly the mandrel and the coil bracket. This is 
further verified by the fact that when the conductivities of iron and Aluminum are set to zero, FEA 
results become identical to LR – model predictions, as shown in Fig. 9. 
 
 
4.1.2. Design of the current controller 













cc , 10  c , (6) 
The same controller structure is used for both VCA’s. Controller parameters ( cK , cT , c ) are 
implemented by the selection of passive electronic components in the analog controller circuit with op-
amps. The current controller is designed taking the loop-shaping approach [37, 38]. The controller ( cC ) 
and loop ( mcc GCL  ) transfer functions are plotted in Fig. 11. A minimum crossover frequency of c  = 
1000 Hz and a minimum phase margin of PM = 40° is targeted. The common practice in loop-shaping 
controller design is to place the peak phase contribution of the lead filter at the desired cross-over 
frequency. However, due to the VCA’s inherent recovery of phase around 1000 Hz, a lead filter with a 
maximum 63° phase contribution at 122 Hz has been implemented such that the resulting closed loop 
transfer functions are flat at low frequencies and have a reasonable peak around the cross-over 
frequency. Cross-over frequencies and phase margins for each case are summarized in Table 3. 
 
The closed-loop transfer function (CLTF) has been measured using frequency response for different 
levels of engagement, as presented in Fig. 12. The effect of transport delay due to the sampling 


























observation that the delay corresponded to one complete sample. For the 100% and 0% cases, 
predicted CLTF using the measured  sGm  and the current controller TF have also been overlaid. Best 
(highest) and worst (lowest) current control bandwidths (BW) as measured are summarized in Table 4. 
 
4.2. Position control loop 





















p , 10  a , 1d . (7) 
 
The variables of lead ( a , aT ) and lag ( d , dT ) filters are determined using the loop-shaping controller 
design methodology, similar to the current control loop. Prior to the controller design, the frequency 
response of the overall plant (  sGp ) is measured at the x  = 10 mm position as presented in Fig. 13a. As 
can be seen, up to about 500 Hz, double integrator-like dynamics are dominant. At higher frequencies, 
the phase is expectedly rolling-off due to the closed loop current control phase loss. 
The controller (  sC ) Bode plot is presented in Fig. 13c up to the Nyquist frequency of 10 kHz for both 
continuous and the discretized versions using Tustin transformation. Positioning loop TF (  sL ) 
magnitude and Nyquist plots are presented in Fig. 13b. A cross-over frequency ( c ) of 450 Hz has been 
achieved, along with a phase margin (PM) of 40° and a gain margin (GM) of 1.96. The lag filter is 
implemented with d  = 100, and the zero ( dT/1 ) is placed at c /10. The lead filter is designed to 
recover 74° phase at the cross-over frequency, hence achieve the desired PM. The position controller 
design has been carried out in conjunction with the modal testing results of the nano-positioner [39]. 
The lowest vibration mode has been identified to be a roll-mode at 65 Hz natural frequency. However, 
this mode is not observed to interfere with the position control, hence not affect the stability.  
 
Although it is common practice to set the position control bandwidth at least a decade away from the 
current control bandwidth (about 1 kHz) where it has a constant gain, stability could still be guaranteed 
at  c  = 450 Hz, with adequate phase and gain margins, using the experimentally measured frequency 
response function for  sGp   (Fig. 13a). Stability analyses using the reconstructed L  from the varying 
closed loop current responses ( aK ) and force responses ( fK ) along the positions x  = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 
mm of the VCA’s, as well as the mass of the stage ( 2/1 ms ), indicated the cross-over frequency to vary 
between 418 – 492 Hz, and the phase margin to vary between 47° – 57°. Hence, stability is assured 
within similar bounds along the whole motion stroke of the stage, regardless of the changes in the VCA 
engagement, particularly due to the uniformity of the force response in the complementary double 
configuration (Fig. 3).  
 
The digital position controller is implemented on the DSpace® DS1005 control system sampling at 20 













matching frequency response characteristics.  The encoder scale (Heidenhain® LIP501 R) has 8 μm 
grating period. The encoder reading head with integrated interpolation (Heidenhain® LIP58) outputs two 
90° phased measurement signals A and B with 4 μm period [40].The encoder signal is connected to the 
DSpace® DS3002 encoder interface which allows 4096 times interpolation using arctangent formulation, 
hence achieving 0.97 nm measurement resolution. The voltage commanded to the amplifiers by the 
controller is transmitted via a DSpace® DS2102 digital-to-analog converter (DAC) with ±10 V range and 
16-bit resolution, corresponding to a least significant bit (LSB) of 0.305 mV. An analog-to-digital 
converter (ADC) DSpace® DS2001 is used to gather fault and current measurement signals from the 
amplifier boards. The ADC has the same range and resolution specifications as the DAC. It is also used to 
measure encoder A and B signals separately to initialize the encoder signal correction scheme described 
in Section 4.4.1. 
 
4.3. Positioning resolution analysis via Dynamic Error Budgeting 
In this section, the positioning resolution of the nano-positioner is experimentally measured using a step 
trajectory. Then, Dynamic Error Budgeting (DEB) [41] method is used to analyze the positioning 
performance. 
4.3.1. Positioning results 
Positioning performance is measured using a reference trajectory obtained by smoothing a step 
trajectory composed of 200 nm increments, using a second-order filter at 40 Hz with a damping ratio of 
  = 0.8. The results obtained using this trajectory is presented in Fig. 14. No filtering was applied on the 
encoder measurements in this or any of the results presented in this paper. Closed loop positioning 
resolution is observed to be ±5 nm, compared to the 0.97 nm peak-to-valley resolution of the encoder 
signal. 
 
4.3.2. DEB calculations 
The block diagram of the position control system with the plant input level disturbance ( d ) and the 
position measurement noise ( v ) signals indicated is presented in Fig. 15. In the figure, refx  (generally 
denoted as r ) is the positioning reference input, e  is the control error, u  is the control effort, x  is the 
actual position, and x~  is the measured position. To differentiate between the control error ( x~xe ref  ) 
and the actual error of positioning, the actual error of positioning can be denoted as xxa ref  . 
 
 
Relating to feedback control theory [38], the sensitivity ( SG ), complementary sensitivity ( TG ), and input 





















, pSD GGG  . (8) 
 















vGdGrGe SDS  , 
vGdGrGa TDS  . 
(9) 
 
Bode plots of SG , TG , and DG  are shown in Fig. 16, based on controller and plant models established in 
Section 4.2. Using linear time-invariant system theory and assuming that the signals are uncorrelated 
[42], Eqn. (9) can be written in terms of power spectral densities (PSD) as,  
 
 
       fSGfSGfSGfS vSdDrSe
222
 , 





Above,  fSe ,  fSa ,  fSr ,  fSd ,  fSv , are one-sided power spectral density distributions of 
e , a , r , d , v , respectively, vs. frequency ( f ). Other definitions pertaining to the proceeding application 
of DEB are presented in Table 5. 
 
 
PSD’s of the signals ( r , d , v ) are obtained as follows: 
 
  fSr  is obtained from the time domain step trajectory reference signal. 
  fSd  is associated with the quantization noise of the DAC which transmits the control 
command to the amplifiers. Using the LSB of dac = 0.305 mV and since the quantization noise 



















7.8 x 10-13 (V2/Hz), 0 < f < 10 kHz. 
(11) 
 
 For the determination of the encoder measurement signal noise PSD (  fSv ), the encoder 
signal is measured at a static position as shown in Fig. 17a. Then, the DFT is calculated which has 
a low frequency component due to drift and a high-frequency broadband component as shown 
in Fig. 17b. The resulting CPS has a 8.54 (nm2) component at 0 Hz due to the drift, and a straight 
line shape with small irregularities at high frequency. The PSD associated with the broadband 
component is calculated from the slope of the CPS at high frequencies, as shown in Fig. 17c. 
Using the slope of CPS allows for the average value of broadband encoder noise to be visualized 
and estimated in a somewhat clearer and meaningful way than directly working with the PSD or 













  fSv 1.9 x 10-4  (nm2/Hz), 0 < f  < 10 kHz. (12) 
 
The cumulative power spectra ( rCPS , dCPS , vCPS ) contributed by each signal are calculated based on 









contribution of v  in e . 
 
4.3.3. DEB results and discussion 
In the DEB approach, contribution of different signals on the performance objectives, which are the 
signals e  and a , are presented in terms of their CPS. As the last element of the CPS in the frequency 
spectrum equals the variance of the signal, this kind of presentation allows for a comparison of the 
impact of different disturbances and the observation of the build-up of errors through different 
frequency ranges due to the system dynamics.  
 
The first set of DEB results are obtained for the control error ( e ) as shown in Fig. 18. These results 
mainly serve the purpose of verifying the PSD models of the disturbances. *eCPS  is obtained from the 
actual time domain e  signal. eCPS  is constituted from the estimated individual contributions of 
r , d , v , through system transfer functions identified in Section 4.3.2, according to Eqn. (9) . The 
estimated error variance ( 2e ) differs by only 4.7% from the measured error variance (  
2*
e ). This shows 
that the disturbance models are adequate for an overall assessment of the controller design. Evaluation 
of the individual CPS contributions shows that higher frequencies are dominated by the broadband 
measurement noise originating from the sensor ( v,eCPS ). Lower frequencies are dominated by the 
requirement to follow the smoothened step trajectory ( r,eCPS ). A negligible component also exists due 
to the DAC quantization noise ( d,eCPS ). The small d,eCPS  builds up at the lower frequency region and 
saturates around 1000 Hz due to the attenuation of the respective TF ( DG ). 
 
 
The actual positioning error ( a ) can be predicted from the same signal PSD and transmission models as 
shown in Fig. 19. The RMS of the actual positioning error can be calculated as a  = 0.682 nm. Contrary 
to the control error, CPS contribution to the actual positioning error from the encoder measurement 
noise ( v,aCPS ) saturates at around 2000 Hz due to the attenuation of TG , unlike SG . This is the major 
reason why the estimated value of the actual error ( a ) is much better than that of the control error ( e ).  
 
 
From the examination of Fig. 19, it can be concluded that the control bandwidth has to be lowered in 













However, as this would also shift SG  to the left, it would increase the contribution from the trajectory 
tracking error ( r,aCPS ). In the case of the filtered step trajectory, this would seem acceptable, however, 
for the wider range of faster and rapidly changing trajectories, for which the nano-positioner is 
intended, it would result in poor positioning results. In addition to lifting v,aCPS  up, increasing the 
bandwidth would also increase the control effort ( Ceu ), by admitting more of the measurement 
noise. a practical trade-off between command tracking and disturbance rejection versus measurement 
noise permeation, the control cross-over frequency is chosen as 450 Hz. A static error budget of the 
system has also been conducted using laser interferometric metrology and modelled thermal 
disturbances [39]. 
 
4.4. Trajectory following performance 
While following a trajectory with high feedrate, periodic measurement errors due to encoder 
quadrature detection generate high frequency harmonic signal components, which are highly 
detrimental to the control system. In this section, first, a compensation scheme for these measurement 
errors are implemented, and then the improvement in the trajectory following performance of the 
nano-positioner is experimentally validated. 
 
4.4.1 Compensation scheme for encoder quadrature detection errors 




  cos.MA , 














Above, M is the amplitude of the signal,   is the angular measurement of displacement,  = 4 m is 
the signal spatial period, and o  is the angle when encoder was reset ( 0x ). Heydemann [44] had 
proposed a mathematical model for the distorted A and B signals which originate from the mechanical 




  oAcosa'A  , 
  oBsinb'B  . 
(14) 
 
In Eqn. (14), a , b  are distorted signal amplitudes,   is the phase error, and oA , oB  are the offsets. The 
parameters of the signal distortion model as presented in Table 6 have been identified by least-squares 













signal distortion model, a compensator has been implemented which subtracts the calculated 
measurement error from the encoder output, as was shown in the block diagram of Fig. 8. 
 
 
4.4.2. Cubic acceleration profile trajectory test 
The trajectory following performance has been tested with a jerk limited cubic acceleration profile 
trajectory with maximum feedrate, acceleration, and jerk values of F = 3 mm/s, A = 3 mm/s2, J = 12 
mm/s3, respectively, as shown in Fig. 20. The tracking results in Fig. 21 show that the control error is 
confined to the +/- 45 nm range when the compensation for measurement errors is turned off, and 
shrinks down to +/- 15 nm with the help of compensation. Similarly, control effort signal is reduced by 
half from +/- 0.1 V to +/- 0.05 V. DFT of the control error during constant feedrate motion (2.5 - 4.5 s) is 
presented in Fig. 22. As expected, errors are clustered around the periodic error (3 (mm/s) / 4 m = 750 
Hz) and its harmonics at 1500, 2250, 3000 Hz. Values of DFT at each harmonic are presented in Table 7. 
It is observed that the compensation method has reduced the first two harmonics (750 Hz, 1500 Hz) 
more than 8-fold. On the other hand, it had little effect on the third harmonic (2250 Hz), and has slightly 
worsened the forth harmonic (3000 Hz).  As Heydemann’s model (Eqn. (14)) allows for the elimination of 
  from the least-squares formulation, it was chosen as a practical compensation method during the 
validation of the controller. Future research will also focus on multi-harmonic compensation methods, in 
order to further mitigate the dynamic servo errors. 
 
5. Conclusion 
The long-stroke linear nano-positioner designed in this paper utilizes a novel air-bushing/bearing 
arrangement for simplified assembly and reduced footprint. The suitability of the complementary 
double VCA configuration is validated by recalculating the optimization objectives. Eddy current effects 
on the measured VCA dynamics is confirmed via simulations. The stage has been verified to be able to 
deliver a positioning resolution of 5 nm within 20 mm motion range, corresponding to a dynamic range 
of 4 million. Using the Dynamic Error Budgeting method, the stage’s actual positioning accuracy has 
been estimated to be 0.682 nm RMS. The compensation method by [44] for encoder quadrature 
detection errors is observed to work reasonably well for the verification of the trajectory following 
performance. On the other hand, a better compensation method can be used in the future to suppress 
more harmonics caused by the measurement error.  
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Fig. 7 Overview of the position control loop. 
 
 














Fig. 9 Experimentally measured, FEA predicted, and first-order theoretical (LR) VCA electrical dynamics 





























































Fig. 13 Transfer functions related to the position controller design; a. Measured  sGp , b. Positioning 






























Fig. 15 Block diagram with the disturbance and measurement noise signals. 
 
 















Fig. 17 Determination of the encoder noise PSD (  fSv ); a. Time domain signal measured at a static 
position, b. DFT of v, c. CPS of v. 
 
 
































Fig. 20 Jerk limited cubic acceleration profile 
trajectory. 
Fig. 21 Trajectory tracking results. 
 
 














Table 1. VCA design variables. 
Symbol Description Value/mm Symbol Description Value/mm 
1h  stroke length 20 3r  magnet outer radius 22.5 
2h  magnet height 8 p  reduction in gap 0.2 
3h  core base height 6   clearance 0.5 
1r  core inner radius 7.5 1y  coil inner radius 1r  
2r  magnet inner radius 17.5 2y  coil outer radius  pr2  
 
Table 2. Pole/zero/gain fitted to the current response. 
engagement 1p /Hz ( /1 )/Hz 2p /Hz 3p /Hz 1z /Hz 2z /Hz K  
100% 21 22 146 3010 84 434 452 
0% 103 109 375 5494 287 2611 518 
 
 
Table 3. Current control cross-over frequencies and phase margins. 
 VCA 1 - 100% VCA 2 - 100% VCA 1 - 0% VCA 2 - 0% 
Cross-over freq., c /Hz 1341 1375 1595 1592 
Phase margin, PM/° 68 68 41 41 
 
 
Table 4. Current control bandwidths. 
 VCA BW/Hz Phase/° Engagement 
Best 
(at -3 dB) 
1 1804 -94 100% 
2  1990  -102 100% 
Worst 
(at +3 dB) 
1 907 -44 0% 















Table 5. Definitions of terms used in DEB calculations.  
Symbol Definition Expression 
sT  Sampling time 1/20000 s 
df  Frequency grid - 








, Nk1  
Nf = sT/ 21  (Nyquist frequency) 
 fW  Discrete Fourier transform 
Matlab ‘fft’ function is used on the 
time domain signal. 















, Nk1  
2  Variance 
from the time domain signal: 
Matlab ‘var’ function is used. 
 
from the spectrum:  NfCPS
2  
  
Standard deviation (equals to root-mean-
















Table 6. Parameters of the distorted signal model. 
a /V 0.4741 
b /V 0.4492 
oA /V 0.0011 
  
oB /V 0.0052 
 /° -0.2320 
 




13.81 1.38 750 
23.57 2.78 1500 
4.45 4.09 2250 
2.35 2.66 3000 
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